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Abstract:
Attackers can completely make sense of a unique watchword from hash esteem when that is generally basic
and plain. Therefore, numerous hacking mishaps have been happened dominatingly in frameworks receiving
those hash-based plans. In this work, we propose upgraded secret word handling plan in light of picture utilizing
visual cryptography (VC). Unique in relation to the customary plan in view of hash and content, our plan
changes a client ID of content sort to two pictures encoded by VC. In view of the basic NVC, we demonstrate a
couple of techniques to broaden the usefulness for entangled instances of NVC. At that point, the bland
development is displayed as an efficient way to take out the above presumption. At long last, we formally
acquaint a change NVC-with FIVC calculation which takes NVC as info and after that create a development of
FIVC. Likewise, demonstrate an exhibit the NVC-to-RIVC calculation.
Keywords: VC, Cryptography, Demonstrate.
1. INTRODUCTION
Attackers can completely make sense of a unique watchword from hash esteem when that is generally basic
and plain. Therefore, numerous hacking mishaps have been happened dominatingly in frameworks receiving
those hash-based plans. In this work, we propose upgraded secret word handling plan in light of picture utilizing
visual cryptography (VC). Unique in relation to the customary plan in view of hash and content, our plan
changes a client ID of content sort to two pictures encoded by VC. In view of the basic NVC, we demonstrate a
couple of techniques to broaden the usefulness for entangled instances of NVC. At that point, the bland
development is displayed as an efficient way to take out the above presumption. At long last, we formally
acquaint a change NVC-with FIVC calculation which takes NVC as info and after that create a development of
FIVC. Likewise, demonstrate an exhibit the NVC-to-RIVC calculation
2. EXISTING SYSTEM
Even though the attacker doesn’t know any information about hash function, he or she can easily guess
which kind of hash function is adapted in the system. As the result, the attacker can cause secondary damage to
the system. Participants have the responsibility on this kind of attacks. When a researcher inquired to many
people about password management behaviors Economic analysis is the most frequently used technique for
evaluating the effectiveness of a proposed system. More commonly known as cost / benefit analysis. The
procedure is to determine the benefits and savings are expected form a proposed system and a compare them
with costs. It benefits outweigh costs; a decision is taken to design and implement the system will have to be
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made if it is to have a chance of being approved. There is an ongoing effort that improves in accuracy at each
phase of the system life cycle.
Operational Feasibility
It is mainly related to human organization and political aspects. These points are considered are
 What changes will be brought with the system?
 What organizational structures are distributed?
 What new skills will be required?
 Do the existing system staff members have these skills?
 If not, can they be trained in the course of time?
1. Fully incrementing Cryptography Technique:
In this module demonstrated a visual secret sharing scheme, where an image was broken up
into n shares so that only someone with all n shares could decrypt the image, while any n − 1 shares
revealed no information about the original image. Each share was printed on a separate transparency,
and decryption was performed by overlaying the shares. When all n shares were overlaid, the original
image would appear. There are several generalizations of the basic scheme including k-out-of-n visual
cryptography.
2. OCR (optical character recognition)
OCR (optical character recognition) is the recognition of printed or written text characters by a
computer. This involves photo scanning of the text character-by-character, analysis of the scanned-in
image, and then translation of the character image into character codes, such as ASCII, commonly used
in data processing.

3. SYSTEM DESIGN
Design for WebApps encompasses technical and non-technical activities. The look and feel of content is
developed as part of graphic design; the aesthetic layout of the user interface is created as part of interface
design; and the technical structure of the WebApp is modeled as part of architectural and navigational design.
Design leads to a model that contains the appropriate mix of aesthetics, content, and technology. The mix will
vary depending upon the nature of the WebApp, and as a consequence the design activities that are emphasized
will also vary.
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The activities of the Design process:
Interface design-describes the structure and organization of the user interface. Includes a representation of
screen layout, a definition of the modes of interaction, and a description of navigation mechanisms. Interface
Control mechanisms- to implement navigation options, the designer selects form one of a number of interaction
mechanism; Interface Design work flow- the work flow begins with the identification of user, task, and
environmental requirements. Once user tasks have been identified, user scenarios are created and analyzed to
define a set of interface objects and actions. Aesthetic design-also called graphic design, describes the “look and
feel” of the WebApp. Includes color schemes, geometric layout. Text size, font and placement, the use of
graphics, and related aesthetic decisions. Content design-defines the layout, structure, and outline for all content
that is presented as part of the WebApp. Establishes the relationships between content objects. Navigation
design-represents the navigational flow between contents objects and for all WebApp functions. Architecture
design-identifies the overall hypermedia structure for the WebApp. Architecture design is tied to the goals
establish for a WebApp, the content to be presented, the users who will visit, and the navigation philosophy that
has been established.

J2EE uses MVC Architecture

4. TESTING
Definition
Unit testing is a development procedure where programmers create tests as they develop software. The tests are
simple short tests that test functionally of a particular unit or module of their code, such as a class or function.
Using open source libraries like cunit, oppunit and nun it (for C, C++ and C#) these tests can be automatically
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run and any problems found quickly. As the tests are developed in parallel with the source unit test
demonstrates its correctness
Validation and System Testing
Validation testing is a concern which overlaps with integration testing. Ensuring that the application fulfils its
specification is a major criterion for the construction of an integration test. Validation testing also overlaps to a
large extent with System Testing, where the application is tested with respect to its typical working
environment. Consequently for many processes no clear division between validation and system testing can be
made. Specific tests which can be performed in either or both stages include the following.



Integration Testing:
Integration Testing can proceed in a number of different ways, which can be broadly characterized as
top down or bottom up. In top down integration testing the high level control routines are tested first,
possibly with the middle level control structures present only as stubs. Subprogram stubs were
presented in section2 as incomplete subprograms which are only present to allow the higher. Level
control routines to be tested.
Top down testing can proceed in a depth-first or a breadth-first manner. For depth-first integration
each module is tested in increasing detail, replacing more and more levels of detail with actual code
rather than stubs. Alternatively breadth-first would processed by refining all the modules at the same
level of control throughout the application .in practice a combination of the two techniques would be
used. At the initial stages all the modules might be only partly functional, possibly being implemented
only to deal with non-erroneous data. These would be tested in breadth-first manner, but over a period
of time each would be replaced with successive refinements which were closer to the full functionality.
This allows depth-first testing of a module to be performed simultaneously with breadth-first testing of
all the modules.
The other major category of integration testing is Bottom Up Integration Testing where an individual
module is tested form a test harness. Once a set of individual module have been tested they are then
combined into a collection of modules ,known as builds, which are then tested by a second test harness.
This process can continue until the build consists of the entire application. In practice a combination of
top down and bottom-up testing would be used. In a large software project being developed by a
number of sub-teams, or a smaller project where different modules were built by individuals. The sub
teams or individuals would conduct bottom-up testing of the modules which they were constructing
before releasing them to an integration team which would assemble them together for top-down testing.
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Unit Testing:
Unit testing deals with testing a unit as a whole. This would test the interaction of many functions but
confine the test within one unit. The exact scope of a unit is left to interpretation. Supporting test code,
sometimes called Scaffolding, may be necessary to support an individual test. This type of testing is
driven by the architecture and implementation teams. This focus is also called black-box testing
because only the details of the interface are visible to the test. Limits that are global to a unit are tested
here.

In the construction industry, scaffolding is a temporary, easy to assemble and disassemble, frame placed
around a building to facilitate the construction of the building. The construction workers first build the
scaffolding and then the building. Later the scaffolding is removed, exposing the completed
building.similarly, in software testing, one particular test may need some supporting software. This
software establishes can a correct evaluation of the test take place. The scaffolding software may
establish state and values for data structures as well as providing dummy external functions for the test.
Different scaffolding software may be needed form one test to another test. Scaffolding software rarely
is considered part of the system.
Some times the scaffolding software becomes larger than the system software being tested. Usually the
scaffolding software is not of the same quality as the system software and frequently is quite fragile. A
small change in test may lead to much larger changes in the scaffolding.
Internal and unit testing can be automated with the help of coverage tools. Analyzes the source code
and generated a test that will execute every alternative thread of execution. Typically, the coverage tool
is used in a slightly different way. First the coverage tool is used to augment the source by placing
information prints after each line of code. Then the testing suite is executed generating an audit trail.
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This audit trail is analyzed and reports the percent of the total system code executed during the test
suite. If the coverage is high and the untested source lines are of low impact to the system’s overall
quality, then no more additional tests are required.
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CONCLUSION
Many people use the same or short length of passwords in multiple systems and are neglectful password
management. Consequentially cyber-accidents are occurred often. We suggested a distinctive method different
from conventional password scheme. It is based on encoded images by VC with a SEED number and OCR and
more strong protection from cyberattacks. We evaluated security aspect on attacks, computational cost and
privacy. Our proposal is light weight and more secure in the aspect that hashed values of important information
are not stored in the system
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